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Abstract. Human activity recognition using video data has been an active research area in computer vision for many years. This research presents an architecture that employs deep learning techniques to effectively solve human activity recognition of single individuals using visual information from videos. The
architecture adopts an Octave Convolutional neural network as a feature extractor and a weighting strategy that regresses the importance of each video segment. This architecture was trained and evaluated on the KTH human activity
dataset. The results are promising and validates the approach taken.
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Introduction

Human activity recognition is the process of identifying the actions and goals of individuals from a series of observations of activities performed within a given environment. This recognition process can be applied to many areas that have the goal of
monitoring human actions such as surveillance systems for detecting illegal activities
or sporting arenas for detecting foul play. This recognition task is solvable using either video information, sensor data, or both.
The application of deep learning has shown tremendous performance improvements over traditional techniques. The use of deep learning has an advantage through
its automatic feature extraction abilities [1]. In this paper, a deep learning architecture
that can successfully classify human activities is presented. The performance of the
architecture on classifying activities of the KTH human activity dataset is also given.
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Proposed Architecture Design

The proposed architecture utilizes a temporal segment network (TSN) as the base
architecture. A video V is divided into N segments of equal lengths. A frame from the
middle of each video segment serves as input for the spatial stream. The motion representations of each segment were also extracted using the TVL1 optical flow algo-
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rithm on a stack of 10 consecutive frames. An OctResNet50 model pre-trained on the
CIFAR-100 dataset was used as the frame-level feature extractor. The OctResNet50
model is a ResNet50 model that utilizes the octave convolution [4]. The temporal
features are stacked together and parsed to a deep adaptive temporal pooling (DATP)
module to generate the importance of each temporal segment [2]. The two-component
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was chosen as the weights-generator employed by
the DATP module. The generated weights were assigned to the temporal segments
and a late fusion strategy was adopted for fusing both the spatial and temporal
streams. The fused vector was then parsed to a feedforward neural network that outputs the predicted class label for the entire video. All trainable parameters in this architecture was trained through backpropagation.
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Results

Table 1 displays the confusion matrix obtained by the proposed architecture on the
test set made up of 121 videos from the KTH dataset [5]. The accuracy rate obtained
by the proposed architecture is 63.6%. The state-of-the-art results of 95.33% classification accuracy were achieved in [3].
Table 1. Confusion Matrix obtained by the proposed architecture on the KTH dataset
Actual Class
Labels
Boxing
Handclapping
Handwaving
Jogging
Running
Walking
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Boxing

Handclapping

18
1
1
1
0
0

0
18
2
1
1
0

Predicted Class Labels
Handwaving Jogging

1
1
17
0
0
0

0
0
0
5
1
5

Running

Walking

1
1
0
10
14
10

0
0
0
4
4
5

Conclusion

Most of the boxing, handclapping and handwaving videos were classified correctly.
The jogging and walking actions were misclassified as running. This misclassification
may have occurred because the motion representations of the 3 actions were similar.
The results obtained are not as good as the state-of-the-art results, but they are promising and validates the approach taken.
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